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Michael Baldwin606-362-2040michael@michaelbaldwin.online
Juna Winston757-933-0167kbcfair@gmail.com

High Concept Laboratories:Winter Intensive, December 3-17, 2018
Project Overview: Performing Concert
Aims and Goals
This is a joint application from Michael Baldwin and Juna Winston for a fourteen
day intensive at High Concept Laboratories, December 3-17, 2018, to develop
a project we are calling Performing Concert. Our time at HCL would be focused
on exercising, coordinating, and expanding materials from a body of work that
we have, to this point, been building up in piecemeal over the last eight years.
Development would be towards the project's ultimate goal of devising an
adaptable, portable, and context-sensitive concert-performance situation where
roles of performer, audience, production, and documentation are unsettled and
collapsed through physical and perceptual contingencies.

To more fully explore these webs of forces, we aim to engage each
other's respective aesthetic, artistic, and lived experiences through a diffractive
process. We seek a coming-together in which our accumulated and intersecting
practices subject themselves to a crucible and generate a new, joint practice
beyond their own respective boundaries.

Specifically, we would use the products and experiences of our past and
current individual and collaborative projects as resources for creatively
engaging the physicality of performance, the sonic cultures of concert settings,
and relational intimacy in order to compile what we are calling 'a repertoire of
adaptability'. This repertoire would afford us the ability to devise sensitive
situations where the actions of any given actor within the network of a concert
setting could willingly or unwillingly alter, in real-time, parameters of the event,
such as: global and local duration; speed; means and quality of documentation;
emotional tenor; intensity, directionality, and motivation of physicality;
immediate, remembered, or surrounding sounds.

Cues

Visit:
http://bit.ly/hcl-media
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At two points during our intensive, we would invite members of the public
to join us in the studio for participative demonstrations of the repertoire we are
building, seeking both structured and open-ended feedback on the experience,
which would allow us to better approach our long-term goal of composing a
unified, integrative, and transformative concert experience that we can travel
with.

Conceptual Grounding
Adaptability typically means an opening-up to dynamism, fluidity, changeability.
We find, though, that even that notion presupposes an initial, essentialist
division between agents. This is not truly the case, we posit; nor, certainly,
does it have to be. Adaptability, for us, describes the cultivation of the natural
processes of superimposition and interference by which our worlds and musics
come to be and by which the bodies that produce these events come to reflect,
refract, and diffract one another in real time and space. We will be exploring
musical forms that foster those crucial moments where agencies collide and
spaces, audiences, and performers can sift through one another uniquely,
instance by instance. This happens in every concert—in every sound, even—
but as musicians and performers who seek to interrogate their working
methods and live performances for ever-more-evident and -relevant
embodiments of these phenomena, we come together now to combine our
repertoires and practices with precisely that aim: to cultivate the intra-action of
agencies beyond our own in the development of a new concert experience.

To this end, we are re-examining the idea of what it means to be an
experimentalist with music and sound. We are reimagining our own
compositional and collaborative methods to find new ways of engaging that
more actively interrogate ourselves and our networks for manifestations of
adaptability, dynamism, situational awareness, and interdependency. Our
inspirations are scientific and aesthetic, ethical and anti-human. We subject our
own pieces, both old and new, to practices that actively engage locations and
audiences in the dynamic unfolding of musics, such that radically divergent
unfoldings are inevitable from iteration to iteration. We seek the exaggeration of
a natural consequence to the end that its inevitability becomes also and always
a foregrounded experience.
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Background Work
(cf. bold items below are in reference to submitted work samples; the top right side of this
document contains a link to these samples and indicates when to engage each item.)

We have an eight year track record of collaboration, having worked together
since 2010. Michael's background is in music composition, and Juna's in
trombone performance.

Within the first year of working together we premiered several pieces of
chamber music in Bowling Green, Ohio, and over time our interests gradually
centered on hyper-determined physicality and choreography in music
performance. To explore this shared interest, Juna commissioned Michael for a
trombone solo, titled Erasure (2011), that focused on affecting musical material
and performance through means of physically dissociative notations. At the
time, Erasure allowed us to explore aspects of performativity and performance
practice dynamically and collaboratively, wherein we both discovered new
means by which the performative body and the act of performance could be
subjected to critical scrutiny.

Since premiering Erasure, we have worked on several other projects
that explore similar territory, with Juna commissioning Michael to make new
work for his groups Key Ensemble (2013) and les Trombones de Bale (2015),
as well as devising performances (2016-17) of Michael's guitar duo, a kind of
nostalgia, which positions the human body as a score that is simultaneously
being interpreted as a subject and an object of musical and physical
information.

Individually, Michael has composed, performed, and curated many
pieces involving text scores, and will aim to incorporate those experiences
with these practices into the project's devised concert-performance. Notable
examples include compositions: whistles whittle, with a lover #1, and
stillness:silence:essence; performance engagements with Luke Nickel's
factory; and curatorial programs 'Volume 1' and 'Volume 8' of co-founded and
london-based concert series Weisslich.

* * *
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* * *
ENGAGE : Erasure
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Current Work and Evidence of Ability to Deliver Project Aims
Since 2017, Juna has revisited Erasure and drawn from his experiences in re-
embodying the piece to develop a paper proposing, after Karen Barad, an
agential realist performance practice; by diffracting Michael’s early and later
works and writings through each other, Juna reveals the subtle machinations of
inter- and in-dependence that run through musical performance. Thus far, this
work has focused on relationships between notation and composer and
performer, between space and sound, and between situated performances and
the web of forces that prepare them in and out of time. He has already
presented on facets of this research at the universities of Vienna and Virginia,
and is engaged to present a talk in June 2018 at the University of Utrecht as
part of the conference Urban Matters: Material Engagements with Communities
and Borders in Times of Movement.

Since 2016, Michael has extended his research by experimentally
approaching backgrounds of music performance typically found in concert
settings—such as the hearing space of performers and audiences, and
surrounding interactive social spaces including conversations before, between,
and after performances—as areas in which he can compositionally work. He is
currently presenting performances and talks on his 2017 piece Cues, released
on Chicago-based web-label The Weekend EP Project, which proposes an
alternative way for audiences to listen and function as performers during
performances of other pieces. Previous presentations include a performance at
Clac in Hull, UK; and a talk at Northwestern University for the composition
colloquium.
Why HCL?
Our brainstorming requires the collision of bodies and sounds in a shared
physical space, and, for a truly rich and rigorous repertoire of adaptability,
engagement with a diverse range of audiences both during the intensive period
and beyond. We believe that HCL offers us a uniquely fitting context for
pursuing this development and meets our needs through the organization's
commitment to facilitating rehearsal space, marketing to audiences,
documenting activities for future engagements, and offering 'critiques' with
leading practitioners and academics.

Our project in general, with its aim to dissolve barriers between artists
and audiences, and specifically through Cues resonates with HCL's mission to

· DESCRIBE
· CONVEY

breath / breathe
tapping / tap
"u/d/l/r"
"imitate"
"listen"
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"facilitate dialogue between HCL’s artists, HCL’s audience". This mission is
further bolstered by HCL's situation and history of initiative within a city actively
committed to building cross-disciplinary community—its record of having
previously represented several relevant practitioners from the fields of theater,
experimental music, installation, and performance art being a significant draw
and motivation for partnering with HCL.

HCL would be providing us with the opportunity to take our first steps
towards integrating our past work into a larger exploration of concert setting as
outlined above, and would set us on what we anticipate to be a one year path
towards completely developing a suitable repertoire of adaptability for
presenting concert-performances, to be followed by an open-ended traveling
schedule of the devised event over the span of the next year. The following
timeline outlines a speculative view towards the two-year vision of our project's
development and HCL's role as a facilitator.
Project Timeline
Background development
November 27, 2010

January 2011 - April 2011
June 2011 - November 2012

November 2013 - June 2014

October 2016 - January 2017

January 2017 - March 2017
March 09, 2018

First performance of Blood Drenched MoonAgainst a Subtle Yellow Dusk, trio for French horn,trombone, and cello
Development and performances of commissionedpiece Erasure, solo for trombone
Development and performances of commissionedpiece marginalization, for Key Ensemble(trombone, percussion, piano)
Development and performances of commissionedpiece this is about much more than hearing, for lesTrombones de Bale (trombone quintet)
Devising and performing interpretation andperformance of a kind of nostalgia, duo forguitarists
Re-engagement and analysis of Erasure
Performance of Cues, audio guide for audiencesof concert-performance listeners, for Clac at Hull,UK

Preparation for intensive
March 2018 - December 2018

March 06, 2018

Juna presents on aspects of situated andembodied performance of dissociative notationsand performance practices
First talk given for composition class ofKarlheinz Essl at the University of Vienna

00:15:08_"imitate"5
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April 27, 2018

May 2018 - December 2018
May 03, 2018
May 2018 - December 2018
January 2017 - March 2017

November 2018 - December 2018

November 2018 - December 2018

Second talk given for trombone andcomposition students at University ofVirginia
Michael gives performance-based talks on Cues atcomposition and performance art studios

First talk given for composition studio atNorthwestern University
Both continue to engage Cues in a variety ofconcert and non-concert settings
Juna presents research into Erasure at theUniversity of Utrecht as part of the conferenceUrban Matters: Material Engagements withCommunities and Borders in Times of Movement
Collaboratively sketch rehearsal outlines andexercises to carry out during intensive
Including, but not limited to:

· appraisal of responses to presentationsand performances on Erasure andCues at various institutions,
· and compilation of documentation ofrelevant repertoire heretofore

Development of press kit for HCL intensive
Breakdown of goals during 2018 intensive
December 02, Su

December 03, Mo

December 04, Tu

Juna arrives in Chicago
· logistical preparation
· confirm schedule

Rehearsal, 10.00-18.00
· new version of a kind of nostalgia
· physical attunement exercises
· determination of musical/sonic material forpiece
· definition of distortive gestural andchoreographic language (part ofdeveloping repertoire of adaptability)

Rehearsal, 10.00-18.00
· new version of a kind of nostalgia
· collection of video documentation forrehearsal purposes
· overseeing editing of recordings
· continued physical attunement exercises

* * *
ENGAGE : a kindof nostalgia

00:51:38_"imitate"97



December 05, We

December 06, Th

December 07, Fr

· development of a kind of nostalgia'sstructure and relation to externalinfluences
· starting with Cues as framework forexternal stimuli

Rehearsal, 10.00-18.00
· new version of Cues as a structured audiorecording framework for the event
· listening sessions of solo material (i.e.:Erasure, and text scores) in relation toframework
· determining which sounds producedduring the concert-performance areintegral to the framework
· record sounds for use within framework
· devise sketch outline and populateframework with sounds
· determining physical actions to associatewith determined sounds
· beginning to consider staging andpositioning of performances andaudiences
· run through of a kind of nostalgia

Rehearsal, 10.00-18.00
· development of text scores
· devising new text scores based off ofexperiments with previous text scores
· exploring simultaneous laying ofperformances
· marketing / press release for participativedemo #1 audience

o participation consent forms to beobserved through documentation
Rehearsal, 10.00-18.00

· explore documentary functions as theyrelate to adaptability
· explore performances of documentaryfunctions
· devise feedback performance intodocumentation into performance loops
· develop means for audience to be

* * *
ENGAGE : textscores

swell/swivel/shh



December 08, Sa

December 09, Su

December 10-11, Mo-Tu

December 12, We

December 13, Th

December 14, Fr

December 15, Sa

December 16, Su

involved as document makers duringconcert-performance
· continue to develop a kind of nostalgiaand Cues

Test performance #1
· isolated from public and documented
· followed by notes and review of footage
· address specific issues through rehearsal

Participative demonstration #1 (13.30)
· documentation oriented towards audienceactions and behaviors duringdemonstration

Rehearsal, 10.00-18.00
· study audience documentation
· develop concert-performance in responseto documentation
· continue to develop performative elementsincluding a kind of nostalgia, Erasure,Cues, and solo improvisations

Rehearsal, 10.00-18.00
· staging and order
· testing different layering of parallel activity

Critique
· present test performance #2
· reflect on discussion

Rehearsal, 10.00-18.00
· integration of all elements
· run-throughs

Participative demonstration #2 (13.30)
· documentation oriented towards wholeconcert-performance

Second documentation session, including:
· Interview/conversation between Michaeland Juna reflecting on intensive and

cradle/cusp/cover:

ears..
· 00:53:12
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December 17, Mo

project
· performance demonstrations

o Imbued with elements fromrepertoire of adaptability
Working on posterity material

· Work with SAIC documentation interns toedit intensive documentation footage
· Work with designers to make a post-HCLpress-kit

Steps beyond the intensive (traveling)

January 23-27, 2019

February 05-09, 2019

March 04-09, 2019

cf. We are in early-stage conversations withseveral concert and venue organizers in theUnited States. The travel schedule here isspeculative and represents blocks of time in whichwe would present the work we developed at HCL.Our schedule would be complimented withspeaking and workshop engagements atinstitutions such as universities and communitycenters in order to both offset the travel expensesand increase exposure and impact of our project.Our ability to pursue all of our planned activity willbe contingent to a degree upon successful fundingbids between now and the end of our intensive.
We aim to fill gaps with additional engagementsboth national and international.

West Coast
· Stanford, CA (Stanford University; contact:Patricia Allessandrini, Professor ofComposition)
· San Diego, CA (University of CaliforniaSan Diego, contact: Natacha Diels,Professor of Composition)
· Portland, WA (venue TBD; contact: RobertBlatt, Inlets Ensemble, founder)

East Coast
· Charlottesville, VA (University of Virginia;Telemetry series)
· Baltimore, MD (Red Room)
· Boston, MA (Third Life Studio)

Midwest
· Bowing Green, OH (Bowling Green State
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April 13, 2019

April 2019 - May 2019

University; contact: Bill Dietz, Professor ofComposition)
· Toledo, OH (Robinwood Concert House)
· Cleveland, OH (venue TBD)
· Cincinnati, OH (venue TBD)

Return to Chicago
· Chicago, IL (venue TBD)

Compilation of documentation of all performances,reappraisal of methodologies, potentially plan forexpansion of the project into late 2019-early 2020
Steps beyond the intensive (other possible outcomes of this project)
Alongside Travel

After Travel

Run development workshops for other composersand performers and audiences that want to pursuesimilar activities
Provide consultation services for curators andconcert producers interested in this work
Begin to develop partnerships with composers andperformers (with an interest in focusing on theperceptual by working with differently abled artists)to expand the scope of the project to include acuratorial dimension and also function as aplatform for artistic activity for those who share asimilar interest in adaptability and integration inconcert-settings
Compile documentary traces of our project anddesign a presentation for a print or digital medium

Budget
The following budget shows a breakdown of costs associated with this stage of
the project.

HCL Winter Intensive, December 3-17, 2018 – Budget
Intensive Costs Detail Payee UnitCost Units Total Notes(N#) = footnotesVenueRehearsals ProjectDevelopment High ConceptLaboratories $15 112 $1,680 $15 per hr * 112 hrs(8hr * 14 days) (N1)Venue $1,680
Fees Rehearsals MichaelBaldwin $200 14 $3,000 $200 per day * 14 days (N2)

Rehearsals Juna Winston $200 14 $3,000 $200 per day * 14 daysPerformance Fees $5,600
Accommodation

.

.
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Apartment Airbnb $47 16 $752 $47 per night * 16 nights (N3)Accommodation $752
TransportationFlight (return) IAD – ORD United $374 1 $374 (N4)Transportation $374
DocumentationDocumenting SAIC interns High ConceptLaboratories $15 14 $210 $15 per hr * 14hrs(7hrs per week)Editing Footage SAIC interns High ConceptLaboratories $10 6 $60 $10 per hr * 6hrs

Documentation $270MarketingPress Kit HCL Staff High ConceptLaboratories $20 5 $100 $20 per hr * 5hrs
Social / Email HCL Staff High ConceptLaboratories $15 4 $60 $15 per hr * 4hrs

Marketing $160
TOTAL (Intensive Costs) $8,836

Support Detail Funder UnitCost Units Total Notes
Support in KindRehearsals ProjectDevelopment High ConceptLaboratories $15 120 $1,680
Documenting SAIC interns High ConceptLaboratories $15 14 $210 $15 per hr * 14hrs(7hrs per week)Editing Footage SAIC interns High ConceptLaboratories $10 6 $60 $10 per hr * 6hrs
Press Kit HCL Staff High ConceptLaboratories $20 5 $100 $20 per hr * 5hrs
Social / Email HCL Staff High ConceptLaboratories $15 4 $60 $15 per hr * 4hrs
Fees Rehearsals MichaelBaldwin $125 14 $1,750 (N5)
Fees Rehearsals Juna Winston $125 14 $1,750Support In Kind $5,610SUB BALANCE (TOTAL – Support in Kind) $3,226
PersonalFunding Detail Funder UnitCost Units Total Notes
CashContributionsFees Rehearsals MichaelBaldwin $75 14 $1,050 (N5)
Fees Rehearsals Juna Winston $75 14 $1,050Accommodation Apartment Juna Winston $47 16 $752Flight (return) IAD – ORD Juna Winston $374 1 $374Cash Contributions $3,226BALANCE (SUB BALANCE – Cash Contributions) $0
N1, http://highconceptlaboratories.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Intensive_Helpful_Hints.pdfN2, Figure is a speculative quote from Leo Murphy, Local 10-209 Chicago Federation of Musicians (CFM),Vice PresidentN3, https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/23462703?s=51N4, https://michaelbaldwincomposer.files.wordpress.com/2018/05/flight-itinerary.pdfN5, The CFM quote is for employed musicians. As self-employed musicians for this project, we have based ourprojected fee (represented in the Cash Contributions section) based on fees offered in the past year by



reputable American new music ensembles. Based on our experiences, these fees would represent aresponsible remuneration for rehearsal time over the intensive. We have thus offset the CFM quote throughsupport in kind
Documentation, marketing, venue, and part of the rehearsal fees covered

by in-kind support from us and HCL. Transportation, accommodation, and the
remaining rehearsal fees are covered by personal cash contributions.
Leveraging our application to HCL, we endeavor to apply for funding between
now and the intensive to mitigate these costs and the costs of post-intensive
traveling engagements. The travel schedule will also be partially sustained by
speaking and workshop engagements at various institutions including
universities and community centers. We are also in conversation with a fiscal
sponsor from Ensemble Pamplemousse for instances where 501(c)(3) status is
necessary for funding.

- - -
Biographies
Michael Baldwin is an American composer currently living in Chicago.

His music has been performed internationally by performers including
Amanda DeBoer Bartlett, Kevin Fairbairn / Juna Winston, Diego Castro Magaš,
Carl Roseman, and Samuel Stoll; and ensembles including les Trombones de
Bale, The Discord Workshop, Inlets Ensemble, and ensemble x.y; at
festivals/venues including 840, Rock, Paper, Scissors at Audiotheque, Clac,
Hard Music and Hard Liquor at Constellation, Durham KLANG14, Gare de
Nord, MIRY Concert Hall, The University of Huddersfield, Weisslich at Hundred
Years Gallery, Hochschule für Musik und Theater Leipzig, iklectik,
Unternehmen Mitte, and VIRTUALLYREALITY at Partisan; broadcast on Radio
SRF2 Kultur; and released on the net-label The Weekend EP Project.

He has discussed his work at the Time Stands Still: Notation in Musical
Practice conference at Wesleyan University, and at guest presentations for
composition studios at Northwestern University, Bowling Green State
University, and Hochschule für Musik und Theater Leipzig. Notable mention of
his work includes a group profile of artists working with new score forms by Tim
Rutherford-Johnson in The Wire, examples from his vocal piece Various
Terrains in the second edition of Michael Edgerton’s The 21st Century Voice,
and ephemera from his S[h/c]attered Shards of Experience series in Nomi
Epstin’s ‘Musical Fragility: A Phenomenological Exploration’ published in
Tempo.



He is also active as a writer in the field of music, having published
research in CeReNeM Journal, guest blogging for Tempus Konnex and The
Rambler, profiling artists for Weisslich’s ‘Better Know’ series, and reviewing for
Tempo.

He holds Ph.D. and Masters by Research degrees in Music Composition
from The University of Huddersfield where he studied under the supervision of
Aaron Cassidy and Liza Lim, and a Bachelor of Music in Music Composition
from Bowling Green State University where he studied under Burton Beerman,
Christopher Dietz, Mikel Kuehn, and Andrea Reinkemeyer. Other teachers
have included Peter Ablinger and Franklin Cox.

In addition to composing, Michael is an occasional performer. Notable
projects include a study and performances of Charlie Sdraulig’s vocal solo few,
a realization of Luke Nickel’s conceptual living-archive piece factory, and
performances of a voice and electronics solo, No sweeter sound than my own
name, composed by and collaboratively developed with Beavan Flanagan.

Since 2014, he has been co-curating and producing the UK-based
experimental music and performance series Weisslich.
Juna Winston is an American trombonist based in Virginia who performs
regularly throughout central Europe, and specializes in the performance of
contemporary and experimental music. In 2013 he moved to Switzerland to
work with Mike Svoboda at the Musik Akademie der Stadt Basel. Since then he
has performed regularly as a freelance trombonist based in Vienna with
Klangforum Wien and Collegium Novum Zürich, where he is a member.

He collaborates frequently with young composers and has premiered
many pieces. He is committed to the exploration of new techniques and media
in the language of contemporary trombone, and develops these ideas in solo,
multimedia, and improvisation settings. This work has lead to a grant from the
Austrian Federal Ministry for Europe, Integration and Foreign Affairs, to support
the presentations of sound experiments at Austrian Cultural Forums throughout
the world.

He has also worked as a brass instrument maker. He apprenticed with
George McCracken in Barhamsville, Virginia, and also worked for the S.E.
Shires Company in Boston. He has built and repaired all manner of brass
instruments and performs on a trombone of his own design and construction.

He studied in America at the University of Maryland, College Park,
Bowling Green State University, and Boston University. He also performs and
teaches under the name Kevin Fairbairn.

play with choreographed
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Statements
§ Make music about the contexts, practices, and materials of music.
§ Performers and composers: focus on experimentation in sound.
§ Sound is the corporeality of the performance as diffracted through

space, audience, and moment.
§ Performance, present as sonic botany, seeks experimental forms and

instrumental practices with which to engage audiences in exploratory
settings.

§ Listen to audio guides that compel movement across discreet sonic,
choreographic, and emotional terrains in parallel with musical
performances and interpersonal interactions.

§ Make mental note of visual and psychological excesses of music.
§ Focus on ephemerality and material impermanency.
§ Actively engage in the performance, analysis, and promulgation of

experimental music.
§ Explore relationships between compositions, bodies in performance,

and documentation practices surrounding musical work.
§ Subject documents of music performance—physical and digital sheet

music, video and audio recordings, embodied musical memories of
living human beings—to compositional protocols and situations and
make scores for performance.

§ Make meta-musical experiences within and through background
sociomusical activities.

Supporting Documentation
https://michaelbaldwin.online/hcl/
This page hosts a portfolio of individual and collaborative work relevant to this
application. It was linked to at the top of this document and has been running
parallel with this application in the right side. >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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